
Planets D6 / Gabredor III

Name: Gabredor III

Points of interest: Gabredor III colony, Science colony

Fauna: Tangor

Immigrated species: Bith, Humans, Rodians

Affiliation: Galactic Empire

Description: Gabredor III was a planet that was under the

control of the Galactic Empire. It contained a colony that was

home to a number of refugees from the planet Tatooine

including Kitster Banai and Wald. Between 3 ABY and 4 ABY,

Gabredor III was governed by Tauntaza who began to use the services of Crimson Dawn to consolidate

her power. The former handmaiden Sabé enlisted the help of the Sith Lord Darth Vader to save the

refugees from the governor and when they arrived at the planet they visited the colony and discovered

that the planet was drying up because of a drought.

Places of Interest:

Colony

A colony was located on the planet Gabredor III. It contained a number of refugees from the planet

Tatooine including Kitster Banai and Wald, that had been freed from slavery by the former handmaiden

Sabé and former Naboo Royal Guard Tonra. Eventually, Tauntaza, the governor of Gabredor III began to

neglect the planet and the colony as she used the Crimson Dawn criminal syndicate to consolidate her

power. Between 3 ABY and 4 ABY, Sabé enlisted the help of the Sith Lord Darth Vader to help free the

colony from the governor.

Science Colony

A science colony was located on the planet Gabredor III. By between 3 ABY and 4 ABY, the colony had

not been used for years according to the refugee Kitster Banai, though Tauntaza, the Imperial governor

of the planet, began to use the science colony to extract a piece of technology she had developed. The

Sith Lord Darth Vader, who sought the governor after she had begun working with the criminal syndicate

Crimson Dawn, and Imperial Lieutenant Commander Sabé, who was hoping to save a colony of refugees

from the governor, tracked the governor to the science colony and launched an attack, though she was

able to escape with the help of Crimson Dawn forces. 
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